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Apart from developing and marketing software, there is one more area where Microsoft, the
software giant put its signature. And that is a vital aspect that keeps the faith of people in the brand
to let the momentum continue. Just imagine whatâ€™s that? Think, what happens, when the Internet
Explorer encounters a sudden problem, the system hard-disk becomes cluttered with files and
programs, and program accessibility becomes a puzzling task, or the machine creeps due to viruses
and spyware? Amidst all these frantic situations, you are never left alone, Microsoft comes with a
solution either in the form of Network or Internet troubleshooter, Disc Defragmenter, Disc Cleanup,
Microsoft Security Essentials, Microsoft Online Security Scanner, etc.

Moreover the operating system houses performance or security monitoring tools like Windows
Performance Monitor:  to keep a record of the performance of the application and hardware
performance in real time, Action Center/Security Center: to monitor the security status of the
system, and more, to let you sail smooth.

All this can be visualized as the belligerent approach of Microsoft Support to empower people to
make the max from its technologies. This is the area where it beats others and stays out of the
crowd. All these tools are easy-to-use and follow, and can help you not only to fix errors, but also to
stay away from a herd of computer problems. The portal is also a rich source of ready-to-follow
solution, both in texts and videos so that you can learn as how to fix intermittent issues with
Windows, Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer, Windows Live Mail, Windows Live Essentials, etc. If
you are a bit confident in PC repair and troubleshooting then you can probably read the signs or
symptoms reflected by Event Viewer, Task Manger and Registry settings for a work around or
permanent solution for any prevailing issues.

Every version of Windows operating system has been bestowed with the restore utility to let you
bounce from any unpleasant errors with Windows. For instance Windows NT Backup - Restore
Utility was shipped with Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista and Microsoft
Windows Server 2008. In Windows 7 it has been packed with System Recover Options that can be
accessed from the Windows Boot Menu probably with F8 function key. Apart from the Microsoft
provided system recovery options, your computer manufacturer may also come up with recovery
partition. Almost all popular vendors like Dell, HP, Acer, etc. come up with their recovery option to
address frequent software and hardware errors.

Ignoring the Microsoft Fix It Solution Center will be an injustice here. This is a personalized tool that
is compatible to diagnose problems with all Microsoft software. You can use the software directly or
can create an account with the online solution center. In the latter case the center takes a snap of
your systemâ€™s hardware and software configuration to serve you better. The portal comes with a
friendly user-interface, where you can narrow down your search with available categories and
navigate to the desired solution. The solution is automated and you are supposed to just click on the
â€œRun Nowâ€• to fix the prevalent issues.

For any queries take clues from Fix IT Forum or call Microsoft Certified Technicians from the 24/7
helpdesk. When you call on the Microsoft Number, you are supposed to furnish important details
regarding system configuration, and contacts like emails or phone number. They may ask for the
remote access of your system or can instruct over the phone to diagnose and fix problems with the
Windows-based machine. Hence, you are always close to someone who really cares.
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